
Minutes of ‘Streets in Bloom’ meeting 12/07/2014 11 am. 
134 Springfield Road Brighton 
 
Present: Reuben Jankowich, Sylvia Peckham, Edward white (chairing), Annie McCullen, Cllr 
Mike Jones, Grenville Nation. 
 
Apologies Jo Whitehead due to illness. 
 
The meeting follows the inaugural meeting of 9/11/13 and the chair reported that the group 
had been awarded a sum of £500 grant from BHCC to promote the streets in bloom agenda. 
 
The principle purpose of the meeting was to consider practical steps forward to promote SIB 
and allocate resources. 
 
The following matters were agreed in principle, and the following group members undertook 
to explore the ideas with a view to reporting back and progress: 
 
1. Starter kits. 
 
It was proposed and agreed that SIB could facilitate a winter/spring starter planting kit. This 
might involve plastic edging and pegs, compost possibly sourced from BHCC and 
bulbs/winter flowers possibly sourced from local gardener recommendation purchased in 
bulk. Storage was discussed, with asking LRSP to store an idea. A budget per kit was not 
settled, but the feeling was around ten pounds.  
 
Reuben - to source and report back on reasonable quality edging and pegs. 
Mike - to explore BHCC compost and consider storage perhaps asking LRSP if possible.  
Annie - would explore sourcing bulk bulbs and flowers. 
 
2. School Contact. 
 
Jo was absent due to illness, but the group agreed to seek Jo’s assistance in approaching our 
local school to explore what if any publicity or assistance might be offered to SIB. Jo might 
also if she agrees ask Sally /Jenny whoever is best as a contact for Play streets whether they 
could assist/tie in with a ‘Bulb Exchange’ idea (see below). 
 
3. The Open House Pub. 
 
It was agreed that the pub might well be able to support and participate in SIB, particularly re 
planting their garden or perhaps co-sponsoring planters. 
 
Sylvia to approach pub management to explore. 
 
4. Planter in pub cul-de-sac. 
 
It was proposed and agreed that a planter similar or identical to the two situated by LRSP 
might be commissioned for placing in the pub cul-de-sac, with or without pub’s help. Budget 
was considered, it being felt that the cost might be offset by a pub contribution, and 
minimised by making it through Pat in Ditchling Rise. It was considered that the planter, if it 



had a trellis back like those on the station, might serve initially also to advertise SIB 
initiatives on laminated posters or similar. 
 
Annie to explore through Elspeth and Pat how they did theirs, with a view to producing one 
funded in whole or part by SIB 
 
5. Bulb exchange and volunteer network 
 
Reuben and Cllr Jones discussed the ongoing development of a bulb exchange/ plant 
exchange possibly promoted through either the farmers Saturday market or through Play 
Streets. See above. This was an ongoing proposal welcomed by the group.  
 
Reuben/Mike to progress as matters above progress. 
 
6. A prize. 
 
The meeting agreed that in due course a ‘prize’ or recognition award might be funded both as 
publicity to SIB and as a fun award for efforts by individuals. The prize would probably be 
child orientated.  
 
The meeting ended at 12.11.	  


